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AbstractThis report has the purpose of describing several algorithms from the literature allrelated to competitive learning. A uniform terminology is used for all methods.Moreover, identical examples are provided to allow a qualitative comparisons ofthe methods. The on-line version1 of this document contains hyperlinks to Javaimplementations of several of the discussed methods.

1http://www.neuroinformatik.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/ini/VDM/research/gsn/JavaPaper/
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Chapter 1IntroductionIn the area of competitive learning a rather large number of models exist whichhave similar goals but di�er considerably in the way they work. A common goalof those algorithms is to distribute a certain number of vectors in a possibly high-dimensional space. The distribution of these vectors should reect (in one of severalpossible ways) the probability distribution of the input signals which in general isnot given explicitly but only through sample vectors.In this report we review several methods related to competitive learning. Acommon terminology is used to make a comparison of the methods easy. Moreover,software implementations of the methods are provided allowing experiments withdi�erent data distributions and observation of the learning process. Thanks to theJava programming language the implementations run on a large number of platformswithout the need of compilation or local adaptation.The report is structured as follows: In chapter 2 the basic terminology is in-troduced and properties shared by all models are outlined. Chapter 3 discussespossible goals for competitive learning systems. Chapter 4 is concerned with hardcompetitive learning, i.e. models where only the winner for the given input signalis adapted. Chapters 5 and 6 describe soft competitive learning. These models arecharacterized by adapting in addition to the winner also some other units of thenetwork. Chapter 5 is concerned with models where the network has no �xed di-mensionality. Chapter 6 describes models which do have a �xed dimensionality andmay be used for data visualization, since they de�ne a mapping from the usuallyhigh-dimensional input space to the low-dimensional network structure. The lasttwo chapters still have to be written and will contain quantitative results and adiscussion.
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Chapter 2Common Properties andNotational ConventionsThe models described in this report share several architectural properties which aredescribed in this chapter. For simplicity, we will refer to any of these models asnetwork even if the model does not belong to what is usually understood as \neuralnetwork".Each network consists of a set of N units:A = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg: (2.1)Each unit c has an associated reference vectorwc 2 Rn (2.2)indicating its position or receptive �eld center in input space.Between the units of the network there exists a (possibly empty) setC � A �A (2.3)of neighborhood connections which are unweighted and symmetric:(i; j) 2 C () (j; i) 2 C: (2.4)These connections have nothing to do with the weighted connections found, e.g., inmulti-layer perceptrons (Rumelhart et al., 1986). They are used in some methods toextend the adaptation of the winner (see below) to some of its topological neighbors.For a unit c we denote with Nc the set of its direct topological neighbors:Nc = fi 2 Aj(c; i) 2 Cg : (2.5)The n-dimensional input signals are assumed to be generated either accordingto a continuous probability density functionp(�); � 2 Rn (2.6)or from a �nite training data setD = f�1; : : : ; �Mg; �i 2 Rn: (2.7)For a given input signal � the winner s(�) among the units in A is de�ned asthe unit with the nearest reference vector4



5s(�) = arg minc2Ak� �wck: (2.8)whereby k � k denotes the Euclidean vector norm. In case of a tie among severalunits one of them is chosen to be the winner by throwing a fair dice. In some caseswe will denote the current winner simply by s (omitting the dependency on �). Ifnot only the winner but also the second-nearest unit or even more distant unitsare of interest, we denote with si the i-nearest unit (s1 is the winner, s2 is thesecond-nearest unit, etc.).Two fundamental and closely related concepts from computational geometry areimportant to understand in this context. These are the Voronoi Tessellation andthe Delaunay Triangulation:Given a set of vectors w1; : : : ; wN in Rn (see �gure 2.1 a), the Voronoi RegionVi of a particular vector wi is de�ned as the set of all points in Rn for which wi isthe nearest vector:Vi = f� 2 Rnji = arg minj2f1;:::;Ngk� �wjkg: (2.9)In order for each data point to be associated to exactly one Voronoi region wede�ne (as previously done for the winner) that in case of a tie the correspondingpoint is mapped at random to one of the nearest reference vectors. Alternatively,one could postulate general positions for all data points and reference vectors inwhich case a tie would have zero probability.It is known, that each Voronoi region Vi is a convex area, i.e.(�1 2 Vi ^ �2 2 Vi) ) (�1 + �(�2 � �1) 2 Vi) (8�; 0 � � � 1): (2.10)The partition of Rn formed by all Voronoi polygons is calledVoronoi Tessellationor Dirichlet Tessellation (see �gure 2.1 b). E�cient algorithms to compute it areonly known for two-dimensional data sets (Preparata and Shamos, 1990). Theconcept itself, however, is applicable to spaces of arbitrarily high dimensions.If one connects all pairs of points for which the respective Voronoi regions sharean edge (an (n � 1)-dimensional hyperface for spaces of dimension n) one getsthe Delaunay Triangulation (see �gure 2.1 c). This triangulation is special amongall possible triangulation in various respects. It is, e.g., the only triangulation inwhich the circumcircle of each triangle contains no other point from the originalpoint set than the vertices of this triangle. Moreover, the Delaunay triangulationhas been shown to be optimal for function interpolation (Omohundro, 1990). Thecompetitive Hebbian learning method (see section 5.2) generates a subgraph of theDelaunay triangulation which is limited to those areas of the input space wheredata is found.For convenience we de�ne the Voronoi Region of a unit c; c 2 A, as the Voronoiregion of its reference vector:Vc = f� 2 Rnjs(�) = cg: (2.11)In the case of a �nite input data set D we denote for a unit c with the termVoronoi Set the subset Rc of D for which c is the winner (see �gure 2.2):Rc = f� 2 Djs(�) = cg: (2.12)



6 CHAPTER 2. COMMON PROPERTIES & NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS
a) b) c)Figure 2.1: a) Point set in R2, b) corresponding Voronoi tessellation, c) correspond-ing Delaunay triangulation.

a) data set D b) Voronoi setsFigure 2.2: An input data set D is shown (a) and the partition of D into Voronoisets for a particular set of reference vectors (b). Each Voronoi set contains the datapoints within the corresponding Voronoi �eld.



Chapter 3Goals of CompetitiveLearningA number of di�erent and often mutually exclusive goals can be set for competitivelearning systems. In the following some of these goals are discussed.3.1 Error MinimizationA frequent goal is the minimization of the expected quantization (or distortion)error. In the case of a continuous input signal distribution p(�) this amounts to�nding values for the reference vectors wc; c 2 A such that the errorE(p(�);A) =Xc2AZVc k� �wck2p(�)d� (3.1)is minimized (Vc is the Voronoi region of unit c).Correspondingly, in the case of a �nite data set D the errorE(D;A) = 1=jDjXc2A X�2Rc k� �wck2 (3.2)has to be minimized with Rc being the Voronoi set of the unit c.A typical application where error minimization is important is vector quantiza-tion (Linde et al., 1980; Gray, 1984). In vector quantization data is transmittedover limited bandwidth communication channels by transmitting for each data vec-tor only the index of the nearest reference vector. The set of reference vectors(which is called codebook in this context) is assumed to be known both to senderand receiver. Therefore, the receiver can use the transmitted indexes to retrievethe corresponding reference vector. There is an information loss in this case whichis equal to the distance of current data vector and nearest reference vector. Theexpectation value of this error is described by equations (3.1) and (3.2). In par-ticular if the data distribution is clustered (contains subregions of high probabilitydensity), dramatic compression rates can be achieved with vector quantization withrelatively little distortion. 7



8 CHAPTER 3. GOALS OF COMPETITIVE LEARNING3.2 Entropy MaximizationSometimes the reference vectors should be distributed such that each referencevector has the same chance to be winner for a randomly generated input signal �:P (s(�) = c) = 1jAj (8c 2 A): (3.3)If we interpret the generation of an input signal and the subsequent mappingonto the nearest unit in A as random experiment which assigns a value x 2 A tothe random variable X, then (3.3) is equivalent to maximizing the entropyH(X) = �Xx2AP (x) log(P (x)) = E(log( 1P (x))); (3.4)with E(�) being the expectation operator.If the data is generated from a continuous probability distribution p(�), then(3.3) is equivalent to ZVc p(�)d� = 1jAj (8c 2 A): (3.5)In the case of a �nite data set D (3.3) corresponds to the situation where eachVoronoi set Rc contains (up to discretization e�ects) the same number of datavectors: jRcjjDj ' 1jAj (8c 2 A): (3.6)An advantage of choosing reference vectors such as to maximize entropy is theinherent robustness of the resulting system. The removal (or \failure") of anyreference vector a�ects only a limited fraction of the data.Entropy maximization and error minimization can in general not be achievedsimultaneously. In particular if the data distribution is highly non-uniform bothgoals di�er considerably. Consider, e.g., a signal distribution p(�) where 50 percentof the input signals come from a very small (point-like) region of the input space,whereas the other �fty percent are uniformly distributed within a huge hypercube.To maximize entropy half of the reference vectors have to be positioned in eachregion. To minimize quantization error however, only one single vector should bepositioned in the point-like region (reducing the quantization error for the signalsthere basically to zero) and all others should be uniformly distributed within thehypercube.3.3 Feature MappingWith some network architectures it is possible to map high-dimensional input signalsonto a lower-dimensional structure in such a way, that some similarity relationspresent in the original data are still present after the mapping. This has beendenoted feature mapping and can be useful for data visualization. A prerequisitefor this is that the network used has a �xed dimensionality. This is the case, e.g.,for the self-organizing feature map and the other methods discussed in section 6 ofthis report.A related question is, how topology-preserving is the mapping from the inputdata space onto the discrete network structure, i.e. how well are similarities pre-served? Several quantitative measures have been proposed to evaluate this likethe topographic product (Bauer and Pawelzik, 1992) or the topographic function(Villmann et al., 1994).



3.4. OTHER GOALS 93.4 Other GoalsCompetitive learning methods can also be used for density estimation, i.e. for thegeneration of an estimate for the unknown probability density p(�) of the inputsignals.Another possible goal is clustering, where a partition of the data into subgroupsor clusters is sought, such that the distance of data items within the same cluster(intra-cluster variance) is small and the distance of data items stemming from di�er-ent clusters (inter-cluster variance) is large. Many di�erent avors of the clusteringproblem exist depending, e.g., on whether the number of clusters is pre-de�ned orshould be a result of the clustering process. A comprehensive overview of clusteringmethods is given by Jain and Dubes (1988).Combinations of competitive learning methods with supervised learning ap-proaches are feasible, too. One possibility are radial basis function networks (RBFN)where competitive learning is used to position the radial centers (Moody and Darken,1989; Fritzke, 1994b). Moreover, local linear maps have been combined with com-petitive learning methods (Walter et al., 1990; Martinetz et al., 1989, 1993; Fritzke,1995b). In the simplest case for each Voronoi region one linear model is used todescribe the input/output relationship of the data within the Voronoi region.



Chapter 4Hard Competitive LearningHard competitive learning (a.k.a. winner-take-all learning) comprises methods whereeach input signal only determines the adaptation of one unit, the winner. Di�erentspeci�c methods can be obtained by performing either batch or on-line update. Inbatch methods (e.g. LBG) all possible input signals (which must come from a �niteset in this case) are evaluated �rst before any adaptations are done. This is iterateda number of times. On-line methods, on the other hand (e.g. k-means), performan update directly after each input signal. Among the on-line methods variantswith constant adaptation rate can be distinguished from variants with decreasingadaptation rates of di�erent kinds.A general problem occurring with hard competitive learning is the possible ex-istence of \dead units". These are units which { perhaps due to inappropriateinitialization { are never winner for an input signal and, therefore, keep their posi-tion inde�nitely. Those units do not contribute to whatever the networks purposeis (e.g. error minimization) and must be considered harmful since they are unusednetwork resources. A common way to avoid dead units is to use distinct samplevectors according to p(�) to initialize the reference vectors.The following problem, however, remains: if the reference vectors are initializedrandomly according to p(�), then their expected initial local density is proportionalto p(�). This may be rather suboptimal for certain goals. For example, if the goal iserror minimization and p(�) is highly non-uniform, then it is better to undersamplethe regions with high probability density (i.e., use less reference vectors there thandictated by p(�)) and oversample the other regions. One possibility to adapt thedistribution of the reference vectors to a speci�c goal is the use of local statisticalmeasures for directing insertions and possibly also deletion of units (see sections5.4, 6.2 and 6.3).Another problem of hard competitive learning is that di�erent random initial-izations may lead to very di�erent results. The purely local adaptations may notbe able to get the system out of the poor local minimum where it was started.One way to cope with this problem is to change the \winner-take-all" approach ofhard competitive learning to the \winner-take-most" approach of soft competitivelearning. In this case not only the winner but also some other units are adapted(see chapters 5 and 6). In general this decreases the dependency on initialization.4.1 Batch Update: LBGThe LBG (or generalized Lloyd) algorithm (Linde et al., 1980; Forgy, 1965; Lloyd,1957) works by repeatedly moving all reference vectors to the arithmetic mean oftheir Voronoi sets. The theoretical foundation for this is that it can be shown10



4.2. ON-LINE UPDATE: BASIC ALGORITHM 11(Gray, 1992) that a necessary condition for a set of reference vectors fwcjc 2 Ag tominimize the distortion errorE(D;A) = 1=jDjXc2A X�2Rc k� �wck2: (4.1)is that each reference vector wc ful�lls the centroid condition. In the case of a �niteset of input signals and the use of the Euclidean distance measure the centroidcondition reduces to wc = 1jRcj X�2Rc � (4.2)whereby Rc is the Voronoi set of unit c.The complete LBG algorithm is the following:1. Initialize the set A to contain N (N �M) units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (4.3)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly (but mutually di�erent)from the �nite data set D.2. Compute for each unit c 2 A its Voronoi set Rc.3. Move the reference vector of each unit to the mean of its Voronoi set:wc = 1jRcj X�2Rc �: (4.4)4. If in step 3 any of the wc did change, continue with step 2.5. Return the current set of reference vectors.The steps 2 and 3 together form a so-called Lloyd iteration, which is guaranteedto decrease the distortion error or leave it at least unchanged. LBG is guaranteed toconverge in a �nite number of Lloyd iterations to a local minimum of the distortionerror function (see �gure 4.1 for an example).An extension of LBG, called LBG-U (Fritzke, 1997), is often able to improve onthe local minima found by LBG. LBG-U performs non-local moves of single referencevectors which do not contribute much to error reduction (and are, therefore, notuseful, thus the \U" in LBG-U) to locations where large quantization error doesoccur. Thereafter, normal LBG is used to �nd the nearest local minimum of thedistortion error function. This is iterated as long as the LBG-generated local minimaimprove. LBG-U requires a �nite data set, too, and is guaranteed to converge in a�nite number of steps.4.2 On-line Update: Basic AlgorithmIn some situations the data setD is so huge that batch methods become impractical.In other cases the input data comes as a continuous stream of unlimited length whichmakes it completely impossible to apply batch methods. A resort is on-line update,which can be described as follows:1. Initialize the set A to contain N units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (4.5)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).



12 CHAPTER 4. HARD COMPETITIVE LEARNING
a) data set D b) 0 Lloyd iterations c) 1 Lloyd iteration

d) 2 Lloyd iterations e) 3 Lloyd iterations f) 4 Lloyd iterations
g) 5 Lloyd iterations h) 6 Lloyd iterations i) 7 Lloyd iterationsFigure 4.1: LBG simulation. a) The data set D consisting of 100 data items. b) 20reference vectors have been initialized randomly from points in D. The correspond-ing Voronoi tessellation is shown. c-i) The positions of the reference vectors afterthe indicated number of Lloyd iterations. Reference vectors which did not moveduring the previous Lloyd iteration are shown in black. In this simulation LBG hasconverged after 7 Lloyd iterations.



4.3. CONSTANT LEARNING RATE 132. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Determine the winner s = s(�):s(�) = arg minc2Ak� �wck: (4.6)4. Adapt the reference vector of the winner towards �:�ws = � (� �ws): (4.7)5. Unless the maximum number of steps is reached continue with step 2.Thereby, the learning rate � determines the extent to which the winner is adaptedtowards the input signal. Depending on whether � stays constant or decays overtime, several di�erent methods are possible some of which are described in thefollowing.4.3 Constant Learning RateIf the learning rate is constant, i.e.� = �0; (0 < �0 � 1); (4.8)then the value of each reference vector wc represents an exponentially decayingaverage of those input signals for which the unit c has been winner. To see this,let �c1; �c2; : : : ; �ct be the sequence of input signals for which c is the winner. Thesequence of successive values taken by wc can then be written aswc(0) = (random signal according to p(�))wc(1) = wc(0) + �0(�c1 �wc(0))= (1� �0)wc(0) + �0�c1 (4.9)wc(2) = (1� �0)wc(1) + �0�c2= (1� �0)2wc(0) + (1� �0)�0�c1 + �0�c2 (4.10)...wc(t) = (1� �0)wc(t� 1) + �0�ct= (1� �0)twc(0) + �0 tXi=1(1� �0)t�i�ci : (4.11)From (4.8) and (4.11) it is obvious that the inuence of past input signals decaysexponentially fast with the number of further input signals for which c is winner(see also �gure 4.2). The most recent input signal, however, always determinesa fraction � of the current value of wc. This has two consequences. First, such asystem stays adaptive and is therefore in principle able to follow also non-stationarysignal distribution p(�). Second (and for the same reason), there is no convergence.Even after a large number of input signals the current input signal can cause aconsiderable change of the reference vector of the winner. A typical behavior of sucha system in case of a stationary signal distribution is the following: the referencevectors drift from their initial positions to quasi-stationary positions where they



14 CHAPTER 4. HARD COMPETITIVE LEARNING�0 = 0:001�0 = 0:01�0 = 0:1�0 = 0:5
100001000100101

10.10.010.0010.00011e-051e-06Figure 4.2: Inuence of an input signal � on the vector of its winner s as a functionof the number of following input signals for which s is winner (including �). Resultsfor di�erent constant adaptation rates are shown. The respective section with thex-axis indicates how many signals are needed until the inuence of � is below 10�6.For example if the learning rate �0 is set to 0.5, about 10 additional signals (thesection with the x-axis is near 11) are needed to let this happen.start to wander around a dynamic equilibrium. Better quasi-stationary positions interms of mean square error are achieved with smaller learning rates. In this case,however, the system also needs more adaptation steps to reach the quasi-stationarypositions.If the distribution is non-stationary then the information about the non-station-arity (how rapidly does the distribution change) can be used to set an appropriatelearning rate. For rapidly changing distributions relatively large learning ratesshould be used and vice versa. Figure 4.3 shows some stages of a simulation for asimple ring-shaped data distribution. Figure 4.4 displays the �nal results after 40000adaptation steps for three other distribution. In both cases a constant learning rate�0 = 0:05 was used.4.4 k-meansInstead of having a constant learning rate, we can also decrease it over time. Aparticularly interesting way of doing so is to have a separate learning rate for eachunit c 2 A and to set it according to the harmonic series:�(t) = 1t : (4.12)Thereby, the time parameter t stands for the number of input signals for whichthis particular unit has been winner so far. This algorithm is known as k-means(MacQueen, 1967), which is a rather appropriate name, because each referencevector wc(t) is always the exact arithmetic mean of the input signals �c1; �c2; : : : ; �ctit has been winner for so far. The sequence of successive values ofwc is the following:
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 4.3: Hard competitive learning simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uni-form probability distribution. A constant adaptation rate was used. a) Initial state.b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state. h) Voronoi tessellation corresponding tothe �nal state.
a) b) c)Figure 4.4: Hard competitive learning simulation results after 40000 input signalsfor three di�erent probability distributions. A constant learning rate was used. a)This distribution is uniform within both shaded areas. The probability density,however, in the upper shaded area is 10 times as high as in the lower one. b) Thedistribution is uniform in the shaded area. c) In this distribution each of the 11circles indicates the standard deviation of a Gaussian kernel which was used togenerate the data. All Gaussian kernels have the same a priori probability.



16 CHAPTER 4. HARD COMPETITIVE LEARNINGwc(0) = (random signal according to p(�))wc(1) = wc(0) + �(1)(�c1 �wc(0))= �c1 (4.13)wc(2) = wc(1) + �(2)(�c2 �wc(1))= �c1 + �c22 (4.14)...wc(t) = wc(t� 1) + �(t)(�ct �wc(t� 1))= �c1 + �c2 + : : : �ctt (4.15)One should note that the set of signals �c1; �c2; : : : ; �ct for which a particular unitc has been winner may contain elements which lie outside the current Voronoi regionof c. The reason is that each adaptation of wc changes the borders of the Voronoiregion Vc. Therefore, although wc(t) represents the arithmetic mean of the signalsit has been winner for, at time t some of these signal may well lie in Voronoi regionsbelonging to other units.Another important point about k-means is, that there is no strict convergence(as is present e.g. in LBG), the reason being that the sum of the harmonic seriesdiverges: limn!1 nXi=1 1i =1: (4.16)Because of this divergence, even after a large number of input signals and cor-respondingly low values of the learning rate �(t) arbitrarily large modi�cations ofeach input vector may occur in principal. Such large modi�cation, however, arevery improbable and in simulations where the signal distribution is stationary thereference vectors usually rather quickly take on values which are not much changedin the following. In fact, it has been shown that k-means does converge asymptot-ically to a con�guration where each reference vector wc is positioned such that itcoincides with the expectation valueE(�j� 2 Vc) = ZVc �p(�)d� (4.17)of its Voronoi region Vc (MacQueen, 1965). One can note that (4.17) is the con-tinuous variant of the centroid condition (4.2). Figure 4.5 shows some stages of asimulation for a simple ring-shaped data distribution. Figure 4.6 displays the �nalresults after 40000 adaptation steps for three other distribution.4.5 Exponentially Decaying Learning RateAnother possibility for a decaying adaptation rate has been proposed by Ritter et al.(1991) in the context of self-organizing maps. They propose an exponential decayaccording to �(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax (4.18)
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 4.5: k-means simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uniform probabilitydistribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state. h) Voronoitessellation corresponding to the �nal state. The �nal distribtion of the referencevectors still reects the clusters present in the initial state (see in particular theregion of higher vector density at the lower left).

a) b) c)Figure 4.6: k-means simulation results after 40000 input signals for three di�erentprobability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4).
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the exponentially decaying learning function f(t) =�i(�f=�i)t=tmax and the harmonic series g(t) = 1=t for a particular set of parameters(�i = 1:0; �f = 1E-5; tmax = 40000). The displayed di�erence between the twolearning rates can be interpreted as noise which in the case of an exponentiallydecaying learning rate is introduced to the system and then gradually removed.whereby �i and �f are initial and �nal values of the learning rate and tmax is thetotal number of adaptation steps which is taken.In �gure 4.7 this kind of learning rate is compared to the harmonic series fora speci�c choice of parameters. In particular at the beginning of the simulationthe exponentially decaying learning rate is considerably larger than that dictatedby the harmonic series. This can be interpreted as introducing noise to the systemwhich is then gradually removed and, therefore, suggests a relationship to simulatedannealing techniques (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). Simulated annealing gives a systemthe ability to escape from poor local minima to which it might have been initialized.Preliminary experiments comparing k-means and hard competitive learning with alearning rate according to (4.18) indicate that the latter method is less susceptibleto poor initialization and for many data distributions gives lower mean square error.Also small constant learning rates usually give better results than k-means. Onlyin the special case that only one reference vector exists (jAj = 1) it is completelyimpossible to beat k-means on average, since in this case it realizes the optimalestimator (the mean of all samples occurred so far). These observations are incomplete agreement with Darken and Moody (1990) who investigated k-means anda number of di�erent learning rate schedules like constant learning rates and alearning rate which is the square root of the rate used by k-means (�(t) = 1=p(t)).Their results indicate that if k is larger than 1, then k-means is inferior to the otherlearning rate schedules. In the examples they give the di�erence in distortion erroris up to two orders of magnitude.Figure 4.8 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped datadistribution. Figure 4.9 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps forthree other distribution. The parameters used in both examples were: �i = 0:5; �f =0:0005 and tmax = 40000.
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 4.8: Hard competitive learning simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uni-form probability distribution. An exponentially decaying learning rate was used.a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state. h) Voronoi tessellationcorresponding to the �nal state.

a) b) c)Figure 4.9: Hard competitive learning simulation results after 40000 input signalsfor three di�erent probability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4).An exponentially decaying learning rate was used.



Chapter 5Soft Competitive Learningwithout Fixed NetworkDimensionalityIn this chapter some methods from the area of soft competitive learning are de-scribed. They have in common, in contrast to the models in the following chapter,that no topology of a �xed dimensionality is imposed on the network. In one casethere is no topology at all (neural gas). In other cases the dimensionality of thenetwork depends on the local dimensionality of the data and may vary within theinput space.5.1 Neural GasThe neural gas algorithm (Martinetz and Schulten, 1991) sorts for each input signal� the units of the network according to the distance of their reference vectors to �.Based on this \rank order" a certain number of units is adapted. Both the numberof adapted units and the adaptation strength are decreased according to a �xedschedule. The complete neural gas algorithm is the following:1. Initialize the set A to contain N units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (5.1)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the time parameter t: t = 0: (5.2)2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Order all elements of A according to their distance to �, i.e., �nd the sequenceof indices (i0; i1; : : : ; iN�1) such that wi0 is the reference vector closest to�, wi1 is the reference vector second-closest to � and wik ; k = 0; : : : ; N � 1is the reference vector such that k vectors wj exist with k� � wjk < k� �wkk. Following Martinetz et al. (1993) we denote with ki(�;A) the number kassociated with wi.4. Adapt the reference vectors according to�wi = �(t) � h�(ki(�;A)) � (� �wi) (5.3)20



5.2. COMPETITIVE HEBBIAN LEARNING 21with the following time-dependencies:�(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax; (5.4)�(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax ; (5.5)h�(k) = exp(�k=�(t)): (5.6)5. Increase the time parameter t: t = t+ 1: (5.7)6. If t < tmax continue with step 2For the time-dependent parameters suitable initial values (�i; �i) and �nal values(�f ; �f ) have to be chosen. Figure 5.1 shows some stages of a simulation for asimple ring-shaped data distribution. Figure 5.2 displays the �nal results after 40000adaptation steps for three other distribution. Following Martinetz et al. (1993) weused the following parameters: �i = 10; �f = 0:01; �i = 0:5; �f = 0:005; tmax =40000.5.2 Competitive Hebbian LearningThis method (Martinetz and Schulten, 1991; Martinetz, 1993) is usually not usedon its own but in conjunction with other methods (see sections 5.3 and 5.4). It is,however, instructive to study competitive Hebbian learning on its own. The methoddoes not change reference vectors at all (which could be interpreted as having a zerolearning rate). It only generates a number of neighborhood edges between the unitsof the network. It was proved by Martinetz (1993) that the so generated graphis optimally topology-preserving in a very general sense. In particular each edgeof this graph belongs to the Delaunay triangulation corresponding to the given setof reference vectors. The complete competitive Hebbian learning algorithm is thefollowing:1. Initialize the set A to contain N units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (5.8)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the connection set C , C � A� A, to the empty set:C = ;: (5.9)2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Determine units s1 and s2 (s1; s2 2 A) such thats1 = arg minc2Ak� �wck (5.10)and s2 = arg minc2Anfs1gk� �wck: (5.11)4. If a connection between s1 and s2 does not exist already, create it:C = C [ f(s1; s2)g: (5.12)5. Continue with step 2 unless the maximum number of signals is reached.Figure 5.3 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped data distri-bution. Figure 5.4 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps for threeother distribution.
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 5.1: Neural gas simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uniform probabilitydistribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state. h) Voronoitessellation corresponding to the �nal state. Initially strong neighborhood interac-tion leads to a clustering of the reference vectors which then relaxes until at theend a rather even distribution of reference vectors is found.

a) b) c)Figure 5.2: Neural gas simulation results after 40000 input signals for three di�erentprobability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4).
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 5.3: Competitive Hebbian learning simulation sequence for a ring-shapeduniform probability distribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g)Final state. h) Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the �nal state. Obviously, themethod is sensitive to initialization since the initial positions are always equal tothe �nal positions.

a) b) c)Figure 5.4: Competitive Hebbian learning simulation results after 40000 input sig-nals for three di�erent probability distributions (described in the caption of �gure4.4).



24 CHAPTER 5. SCL W/O FIXED NETWORK DIMENSIONALITY5.3 Neural Gas plus Competitive Hebbian Learn-ingThis method (Martinetz and Schulten, 1991, 1994) is a straight-forward superpo-sition of neural gas and competitive Hebbian learning. It is sometimes denotedas \topology-representing networks" (Martinetz and Schulten, 1994). This term,however, is rather general and would apply also to the growing neural gas modeldescribed later.At each adaptation step a connection between the winner and the second-nearestunit is created (this is competitive Hebbian learning). Since the reference vectors areadapted according to the neural gas method a mechanism is needed to remove edgeswhich are not valid anymore. This is done by a local edge aging mechanism. Thecomplete neural gas with competitive Hebbian learning algorithm is the following:1. Initialize the set A to contain N units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (5.13)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the connection set C , C � A� A, to the empty set:C = ;: (5.14)Initialize the time parameter t: t = 0: (5.15)2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Order all elements of A according to their distance to �, i.e., �nd the sequenceof indices (i0; i1; : : : ; iN�1) such that wi0 is the reference vector closest to�, wi1 is the reference vector second-closest to � and wik ; k = 0; : : : ; N � 1is the reference vector such that k vectors wj exist with k� � wjk < k� �wkk. Following Martinetz et al. (1993) we denote with ki(�;A) the number kassociated with wi.4. Adapt the reference vectors according to�wi = �(t) � h�(ki(�;A)) � (� �wi) (5.16)with the following time-dependencies:�(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax; (5.17)�(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax; (5.18)h�(k) = exp(�k=�(t)): (5.19)5. If it does not exist already, create a connection between i0 and i1:C = C [ f(i0; i1)g: (5.20)Set the age of the connection between i0 and i1 to zero (\refresh" the edge):age(i0;i1) = 0: (5.21)



5.4. GROWING NEURAL GAS 256. Increment the age of all edges emanating from i0:age(i0;i) = age(i0;i) + 1 (8i 2 Ni0): (5.22)Thereby, Nc is the set of direct topological neighbors of c (see equation 2.5).7. Remove edges with an age larger than the maximal age T (t) wherebyT (t) = Ti(Tf=Ti)t=tmax: (5.23)8. Increase the time parameter t: t = t+ 1: (5.24)9. If t < tmax continue with step 2.For the time-dependent parameters suitable initial values (�i; �i; Ti) and �nalvalues (�f ; �f ; Tf ) have to be chosen.Figure 5.5 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped datadistribution. Figure 5.6 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps forthree other distribution. Following Martinetz et al. (1993) we used the followingparameters: �i = 10; �f = 0:01; �i = 0:5; �f = 0:005; tmax = 40000; Ti = 20; Tf =200. The network size N was set to 100.5.4 Growing Neural GasThis method (Fritzke, 1994b, 1995a) is di�erent from the previously describedmodels since the number of units is changed (mostly increased) during the self-organization process. The growth mechanism from the earlier proposed growingcell structures (Fritzke, 1994a) and the topology generation of competitive Hebbianlearning (Martinetz and Schulten, 1991) are combined to a new model. Startingwith very few units new units are inserted successively. To determine where toinsert new units, local error measures are gathered during the adaptation process.Each new unit is inserted near the unit which has accumulated most error. Thecomplete growing neural gas algorithm is the following:1. Initialize the set A to contain two units c1 and c2A = fc1; c2g (5.25)with reference vectors chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the connection set C , C � A� A, to the empty set:C = ;: (5.26)2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Determine the winner s1 and the second-nearest unit s2 (s1; s2 2 A) bys1 = arg minc2Ak� �wck (5.27)and s2 = arg minc2Anfs1gk� �wck: (5.28)
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 5.5: Neural gas with competitive Hebbian learning simulation sequence fora ring-shaped uniform probability distribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediatestates. g) Final state. h) Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the �nal state. Thecenters move according to the neural gas algorithm. Additionally, however, edgesare created by competitive Hebbian learning and removed if they are not \refreshed"for a while.
a) b) c)Figure 5.6: Neural gas with competitive Hebbian learning simulation results after40000 input signals for three di�erent probability distributions (described in thecaption of �gure 4.4).



5.4. GROWING NEURAL GAS 274. If a connection between s1 and s2 does not exist already, create it:C = C [ f(s1; s2)g: (5.29)Set the age of the connection between s1 and s2 to zero (\refresh" the edge):age(s1;s2) = 0: (5.30)5. Add the squared distance between the input signal and the winner to a localerror variable: �Es1 = k� �ws1k2: (5.31)6. Adapt the reference vectors of the winner and its direct topological neighborsby fractions �b and �n, respectively, of the total distance to the input signal:�ws1 = �b(� �ws1) (5.32)�wi = �n(� �wi) (8i 2 Ns1): (5.33)Thereby Ns1 (see equation 2.5) is the set of direct topological neighbors of s1.7. Increment the age of all edges emanating from s1:age(s1;i) = age(s1;i) + 1 (8i 2 Ns1): (5.34)8. Remove edges with an age larger than amax. If this results in units having nomore emanating edges, remove those units as well.9. If the number of input signals generated so far is an integer multiple of aparameter �, insert a new unit as follows:� Determine the unit q with the maximum accumulated error:q = arg maxc2AEc: (5.35)� Determine among the neighbors of q the unit f with the maximum ac-cumulated error: f = arg maxc2NqEc: (5.36)� Add a new unit r to the network and interpolate its reference vector fromq and f . A = A [ frg; wr = (wq +wf )=2: (5.37)� Insert edges connecting the new unit r with units q and f , and removethe original edge between q and f :C = C [ f(r; q); (r; f)g; C = C n f(q; f)g (5.38)� Decrease the error variables of q and f by a fraction �:�Eq = ��Eq; �Ef = ��Ef : (5.39)� Interpolate the error variable of r from q and f :Er = (Eq +Ef )=2: (5.40)10. Decrease the error variables of all units:�Ec = �� Ec (8c 2 A): (5.41)11. If a stopping criterion (e.g., net size or some performance measure) is not yetful�lled continue with step 2.Figure 5.7 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped datadistribution. Figure 5.8 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps forthree other distribution. The parameters used in both simulations were: � = 300,�b = 0:05, �n = 0:0006, � = 0:5, � = 0:0005, amax = 88.
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 5.7: Growing neural gas simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uniformprobability distribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state.h) Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the �nal state. The maximal network sizewas set to 100.

a) b) c)Figure 5.8: Growing neural gas simulation results after 40000 input signals for threedi�erent probability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4).



5.5. OTHER METHODS 295.5 Other MethodsSeveral other models without a �xed network dimensionality are known. DeSieno(1988) proposed a method where frequent winners get a \bad conscience" for win-ning so often and, therefore, add a penalty term to the distance from the inputsignal. This leads eventually to a situation where each unit wins approximatelyequally often (entropy maximization).Kangas et al. (1990) proposed to use the minimum spanning tree among theunits as neighborhood topology to eliminate the a priori choice for a topology insome models.Some other methods have been proposed.



Chapter 6Soft Competitive Learningwith Fixed NetworkDimensionalityIn this chapter methods from the area of soft competitive learning are describedwhich have a network of a �xed dimensionality k which has to be chosen in advance.One advantage of a �xed network dimensionality is that such a network de�nesa mapping from the n-dimensional input space (with n being arbitrarily large)to the k-dimensional structure. This makes it possible to get a low-dimensionalrepresentation of the data which may be used for visualization purposes.6.1 Self-organizing Feature MapThis model stems from Kohonen (1982) and builds upon earlier work of Willshawand von der Malsburg (1976). The model is similar to the (much later developed)neural gas model (see 5.1) since a decaying neighborhood range and adaptationstrength are used. An important di�erence, however, is the topology which isconstrained to be a two-dimensional grid (aij) and does not change during self-organization.The distance on this grid is used to determine how strongly a unit r = akm isadapted when the unit s = aij is the winner. The distance measure is the L1-norm(a.k.a. \Manhattan distance"):d1(r; s) = ji � kj+ jj �mj for r = akm and s = aij : (6.1)Ritter et al. (1991) propose to use the following function to de�ne the relativestrength of adaptation for an arbitrary unit r in the network (given that s is thewinner): hrs = exp(�d1(r; s)22�2 ): (6.2)Thereby, the standard deviation � of the Gaussian is varied according to�(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax (6.3)for a suitable initial value �i and a �nal value �f . The complete self-organizingfeature map algorithm is the following:1. Initialize the set A to contain N = N1 �N2 units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (6.4)30



6.2. GROWING CELL STRUCTURES 31with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the connection set C to form a rectangular N1 �N2 grid.Initialize the time parameter t: t = 0: (6.5)2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Determine the winner s(�) = s:s(�) = arg minc2Ak� �wck: (6.6)4. Adapt each unit r according to�wr = �(t)hrs(� �wr) (6.7)whereby �(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax (6.8)and �(t) = �i(�f=�i)t=tmax: (6.9)5. Increase the time parameter t: t = t+ 1: (6.10)6. If t < tmax continue with step 2.Figure 6.1 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped datadistribution. Figure 6.2 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps forthree other distribution. The parameters were �i = 3:0; �f = 0:1; �i = 0:5; �f =0:005; tmax = 10000 and N1 = N2 = 10.6.2 Growing Cell StructuresThis model (Fritzke, 1994a) is rather similar to the growing neural gas model1.The main di�erence is that the network topology is constrained to consist of k-dimensional simplices whereby k is some positive integer chosen in advance. Thebasic building block and also the initial con�guration of each network is a k-dimensional simplex. This is, e.g., a line for k=1, a triangle for k=2, and a tetra-hedron for k=3.For a given network con�guration a number of adaptation steps are used toupdate the reference vectors of the nodes and to gather local error information ateach node.This error information is used to decide where to insert new nodes. A new nodeis always inserted by splitting the longest edge emanating from the node q withmaximum accumulated error. In doing this, additional edges are inserted such thatthe resulting structure consists exclusively of k-dimensional simplices again.The growing cell structures learning procedure is described in the following:1Compared to the original growing cell structures algorithm described by Fritzke (1994a) slightchanges and simpli�cations have been done regarding the re-distribution of accumulated error.Moreover, the discussion of removal of units has been left out completely for sake of brevity.
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 6.1: Self-organizing feature map simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uni-form probability distribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Finalstate. h) Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the �nal state. Large adaptationrates in the beginning as well as a large neighborhood range cause strong initialadaptations which decrease towards the end.

a) b) c)Figure 6.2: Self-organizing feature map simulation results after 40000 input signalsfor three di�erent probability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4).



6.2. GROWING CELL STRUCTURES 331. Choose a network dimensionality k.Initialize the set A to contain k + 1 units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; ck+1g (6.11)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the connection set C, C � A�A such that each unit is connected toeach other unit, i.e., such that the network has the topology of a k-dimensionalsimplex.2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Determine the winner s:s(�) = arg minc2Ak� �wck: (6.12)4. Add the squared distance2 between the input signal and the winner unit s toa local error variable Es: �Es = k� �wsk2: (6.13)5. Adapt the reference vectors of s and its direct topological neighbors towards� by fractions �b and �n, respectively, of the total distance:�ws = �b(� �ws) (6.14)�wi = �n(� �wi) (8i 2 Ns): (6.15)Thereby, we denote with Ns the set of direct topological neighbors of s.6. If the number of input signals generated so far is an integer multiple of aparameter �, insert a new unit as follows:� Determine the unit q with the maximum accumulated error:q = arg maxc2AEc: (6.16)� Insert a new unit r by splitting the longest edge emanating from q, sayan edge leading to a unit f . Insert the connections (q; r) and (r; f) andremove the original connection (q; f). To re-build the structure such thatit again consists only of k-dimensional simplices, the new unit r is alsoconnected with all common neighbors of q and f , i.e., with all units inthe set Nq \Nf .� Interpolate the reference vector of r from the reference vectors of q andf : wr = (wq +wf)=2: (6.17)� Decrease the error variables of all neighbors of r by a fraction whichdepends on the number of neighbors of r:�Ei = � �jNrjEi (8i 2 Nr): (6.18)2Depending on the problem at hand also other local measures are possible, e.g. the numberof input signals for which a particular unit is the winner or even the positioning error of a robotarm controlled by the network. The local measure should generally be something which one isinterested to reduce and which is likely to be reduced by the insertion of new units.



34 CHAPTER 6. SCL WITH FIXED NETWORK DIMENSIONALITY� Set the error variable of the new unit r to the mean value of its neighbors:Er = 1jNrj Xi2Nr Ei: (6.19)7. Decrease the error variables of all units:�Ec = �� Ec (8c 2 A): (6.20)8. If a stopping criterion (e.g., net size or some performance measure) is not yetful�lled continue with step 2.Figure 6.3 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped datadistribution. Figure 6.4 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps forthree other distribution. The parameters used in both simulations were: � =1:0; "b = 0:06; "n = 0:002; � = 0:0005; � = 200.6.3 Growing GridGrowing grid is another incremental network. The basic principles used also ingrowing cell structures and growing neural gas are applied with some modi�cationsto a rectangular grid. Alternatively, growing grid can be seen as an incrementalvariant of the self-organizing feature map.The model has two distinct phases, a growth phase and a �ne-tuning phase.During the growth phase a rectangular network is built up starting from a minimalsize by inserting complete rows and columns until the desired size is reached or untila performance criterion is met. Only constant parameters are used in this phase. Inthe �ne-tuning phase the size of the network is not changed anymore and a decayinglearning rate is used to �nd good �nal values for the reference vectors.As for the self-organizing map, the network structure is a two-dimensional grid(aij). This grid is initially set to 2� 2 structure. Again, the distance on the grid isused to determine how strongly a unit r = akm is adapted when the unit s = aij isthe winner. The distance measure used is the L1-normd1(r; s) = ji � kj+ jj �mj for r = akm and s = aij : (6.21)Also the function used to determine the adaptation strength for a unit r giventhat s is the winner is the same as for the self-organizing feature map:hrs = exp(�d1(r; s)22�2 ): (6.22)The width parameter �, however, remains constant throughout the whole sim-ulation. It is chosen relatively small compared to the values usually used at thebeginning for the self-organizing feature map. One can note that as the growinggrid network grows, the fraction of all units which is adapted together with thewinner decreases. This is also the case in the self-organizing feature map but isachieved there with a constant network size and a decreasing neighborhood width.The complete growing grid algorithm is the following:Growth Phase1. Set the initial network width and height:N1 = 2; N2 = 2: (6.23)
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 6.3: Growing cell structures simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uniformprobability distribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state. h)Voronoi tessellation corresponding to the �nal state. Per construction the networkstructure always consists of hypertetrahedrons (triangles in this case).

a) b) c)Figure 6.4: Growing cell structures simulation results after 40000 input signals forthree di�erent probability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4).



36 CHAPTER 6. SCL WITH FIXED NETWORK DIMENSIONALITYInitialize the set A to contain N = N1 �N2 units ciA = fc1; c2; : : : ; cNg (6.24)with reference vectors wci 2 Rn chosen randomly according to p(�).Initialize the connection set C to form a rectangular N1 �N2 grid.Initialize the time parameter t: t = 0: (6.25)2. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).3. Determine the winner s(�) = s:s(�) = arg minc2Ak� �wck: (6.26)4. Increase a local counter variable of the winner:�s = �s + 1: (6.27)5. Increase the time parameter t: t = t+ 1: (6.28)6. Adapt each unit r according to�wr = �(t)hrs(� �wr) (6.29)whereby �(t) = �0: (6.30)7. If the number of input signals generated for the current network size reachesa multiple �g of this network size, i.e., if�g �N1 �N2 = t (6.31)then do the following:� Determine the unit q with the largest value of � :q = arg maxc2A �c: (6.32)� Determine the direct neighbor f of q with the most distant referencevector: f = arg maxc2Nqkwq �wck: (6.33)� Depending on the relative position of q and f continue with one of thetwo following cases:Case 1: q and f are in the same row of the grid, i.e.q = ai;j and (f = ai;j+1 or f = ai;j�1): (6.34)Do the following:{ Insert a new column with N1 units between the columns of q andf .{ Interpolate the reference vectors of the new units from the refer-ence vectors of their respective direct neigbors in the same row.



6.3. GROWING GRID 37{ Adjust the variable for the number of columns:N2 = N2 + 1: (6.35)Case 2: q and f are in the same column of the grid, i.e.q = ai;j and (f = ai+1;j or f = ai�1;j): (6.36)Do the following:{ Insert a new row with N2 units between the rows of q and f .{ Interpolate the reference vectors of the new units from the ref-erence vectors of their respective direct neigbors in the samecolumns.{ Adjust the variable for the number of rows:N1 = N1 + 1: (6.37)� reset all local counter values:�c = 0 (8c 2 A): (6.38)� reset the time parameter: t = 0: (6.39)8. If the desired network size is not yet achieved, i.e. ifN1 �N2 < Nmin; (6.40)then continue with step 2.Fine-tuning Phase9. Generate at random an input signal � according to p(�).10. Determine the winner s(�) = s:s(�) = arg minc2Ak� �wck: (6.41)11. Adapt each unit r according to�wr = �(t)hrs(� �wr) (6.42)whereby �(t) = �0(�1=�0)t=tmax (6.43)with tmax = N1 �N2 � �f : (6.44)12. If t < tmax continue with step 9.Figure 6.5 shows some stages of a simulation for a simple ring-shaped datadistribution. Figure 6.6 displays the �nal results after 40000 adaptation steps forthree other distribution. The parameters used for the growth phase were: �g =30; � = 0:7; �0 = 0:005. The parameters for the �ne-tuning phase were: � and �0unchanged, �1 = 0:005; �f = 100; Nmin = 100.If one compares the growing grid algorithm with the other incremental methodsgrowing cell structures and growing neural gas then a di�erence (apart from thetopology) is that no counter variables are redistributed when new units are inserted.Instead, all � -values are set to zero after a row or column has been inserted. This
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a) 0 signals b) 100 signals c) 300 signals d) 1000 signals

e) 2500 signals f) 10000 signals g) 40000 signals h) Voronoi regionsFigure 6.5: Growing grid simulation sequence for a ring-shaped uniform probabilitydistribution. a) Initial state. b-f) Intermediate states. g) Final state. h) Voronoitessellation corresponding to the �nal state.
a) b) c)Figure 6.6: Growing grid simulation results after 40000 input signals for threedi�erent probability distributions (described in the caption of �gure 4.4). One cannote that in a) the chosen topology (4 � 26) has a rather extreme height/widthratio which matches well the distribution at hand. Depending on initial conditionshowever, also other topologies occur in simulations for this distribution. b),c) Alsothese topologies deviate from the square shape usually given to self-organizing maps.For the cactus a (7� 15) and for the mixture distribution a (9� 12) topology wasautomatically selected by the algorithm.



6.4. OTHER METHODS 39means, that all statistical information about winning frequencies is discarded afteran insertion. Therefore, to gather enough statistical evidence where to insert newunits the next time, the number of adaptation steps per insertion step must beproportional to the network size (see equation 6.31). This simpli�es the algorithmbut increases the computational complexity. The same could in principle be donewith growing neural gas and growing cell structures e�ectively eliminating the needto re-distribute accumulated information after insertions at the price of increasedcomputational complexity.The parameter � which governs the neighborhood range has the function of aregularizer. If it is set to large values, then neighboring units are forced to haverather similar reference vectors and the layout of the network (when projected toinput space) will appear very regular but not so well adapted to the underlying datadistribution p(�). Smaller values for � give the units more possibilities to adaptindependently from each other. As � is set more and more to zero the growing gridalgorithm (apart from the insertions) approaches hard competitive learning.Similar to the self-organizing feature map the growing grid algorithm can easilybe applied to network structures of other dimensions than two. Actually useful,however, seem only the cases of one- and three-dimensional networks since networksof higher dimensionality can not be visualized easily.6.4 Other MethodsA number of other methods with a �xed dimensionality exist. Bauer and Villmann(1995) proposed a method which develops a hypercubical grid. In contrast to thegrowing grid method their algorithm automatically determines a suitable dimen-sionality for the grid.Blackmore and Miikkulainen (1992) let a irregular network grow on positionsin the plane which are restricted to lie on a two-dimensional grid. Rodrigues andAlmeida (1990) increased the speed of the normal self-organizing feature map bydeveloping an interpolation method which symmetrically increases the number ofunits in the network by interpolation. Their method is reported to give a consid-erable speed-up but is not able to choose, e.g., di�erent dimensions for width andheight of the grid as the approach of Bauer and Villmann (1995) or the growing grid.Further approaches have been proposed, e.g. by Jokusch (1990) and Xu (1990).
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